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2. Macroeconomic Data
Reporting 


period
Data (%)


gross Domestic product (gDp)
(quarter-on-quarter growth; seasonally adjusted) 
07.12.2012 Gross domestic product grows rapidly, because of external developments, 
the rate will slow down  


2012 Q3  1.7


State budget 
Tax revenue (current month; year-on-year growth) 
General government expenditure (since the beginning of the year, year-on-year growth)


2012 XI
2012 XI


7.8
4.3


Consumer price changes  
Consumer Price Index CPI (month-on-month growth) 
12-month average annual inflation (to comply with the Maastricht Criteria) 
10.12.2012 Inflation low also in November  


2012 XI
2012 XI


–0.1
2.5


Foreign trade  
Exports (year-on-year growth) 
Imports (year-on-year growth) 
10.12.2012 Latvian exports continue to grow 


2012 X 
2012 X 


22.6 
12.1


Balance of payments 
Current account balance (ratio to GDP) 
Foreign direct investment in Latvia (net flows; % of GDP) 
04.12.2012 Latvia's Balance of Payments in the Third Quarter of 2012  
12.12.2012 In October, the rise in current account deficit determined by 
one-off factors  


2012 Q3 
2012 Q3 


–1.8
4.2


Industrial output 
Working day-adjusted industrial output index (year-on-year growth) 
05.12.2012 Manufacturing grows, yet so does concern about the future 


2012 X 5.3


Retail trade turnover 
Retail trade turnover at constant prices (year-on-year growth) 
03.12.2012 Retail sales still at crossroads: actual data and future expectations paint a 
different picture  


2012 X 9.2


Employment and unemployment 
Registered unemployment (share in working age population) 
03.12.2012 Productivity increase and inflation drop raises purchasing power of 
wages  


2012 XI 10.6


Monetary indicators 
Broad money M3 (year-on-year) 
20.12.2012 Economic growth promotes a rise in money supply 


2012 XI 5.1


 Source: Treasury, Central Statistical Bureau of the Republic of Latvia, and Bank of Latvia data.
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http://www.macroeconomics.lv/gross-domestic-product-grows-rapidly-because-external-developments-rate-will-slow-down

http://www.macroeconomics.lv/inflation-low-also-november

http://www.macroeconomics.lv/latvian-exports-continue-grow

http://www.macroeconomics.lv/latvias-balance-payments-third-quarter-2012

http://www.macroeconomics.lv/october-rise-current-account-deficit-determined-one-factors

http://www.macroeconomics.lv/manufacturing-grows-yet-so-does-concern-about-future

http://www.macroeconomics.lv/retail-sales-still-crossroads-actual-data-and-future-expectations-paint-different-picture

http://www.macroeconomics.lv/productivity-increase-and-inflation-drop-raises-purchasing-power-wages

http://www.macroeconomics.lv/economic-growth-promotes-increase-money-supply










3. in Focus
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Latvia's credit rating upgrades and their influence on borrowing costs


In November, two of the three leading world credit rating agencies, S&P and Fitch, increased the Latvian sovereign 
credit rating from BBB- to BBB. Just a few weeks after these rating upgrades, on December 5, Latvia was able to 
issue 7-year bonds in the amount of 1.25 billion US dollars at an all-time-low yield of just 2.9%. Part of this money 
will be used to fully repay the IMF loan received as part of the international economic aid programme. 


The rapid deterioration of Latvia's rating in 2008–2009 was caused by a combination of domestic problems (high 
fiscal deficit, insufficient competitiveness, tur bu lences in the local financial market) as well as negative developments 
in the international financial market (see Chart). Starting from late 2010, S&P and Fitch upgraded Latvia's credit rat-
ing taking into consideration the improvements in Latvia's current account and international competitiveness as well 
as the credibility of its fiscal policy. Further credit rating upgrades followed in May and November this year. in May, 
S&P increased Latvia's credit rating in appreciation of the commitment of the Latvian authorities to meet the 
fiscal targets and im plement political reforms. Strong economic re  covery, decreasing external debt ra tios as 
well as persistent pursuit of a sound fiscal policy sup ported the last up grades by S&P and Fitch in November.


Currently, all the "Big Three" credit rating agencies have a positive  outlook on Latvia's sovereign ratings  which 
means that there is a higher probability of a credit rating upgrade (by one or two notches) within the next one or two 
years.  Factors like the strong economic growth, favourable current account position and reductions in external debt 
ratios play a significant role in explaining the currently positive outlook on the future prospects. The credit rating 
agencies themselves explain that their latest decision reflects expectations that Latvia will be able to adopt 
the euro in January 2014. Overall, all three credit rating agencies believe that the potential euro adoption will 
benefit the Latvian economy, sovereign creditworthiness and monetary flexibility.


Latvia will definitely benefit from a higher credit rating in the longer term. The number of market participants 
who take their investment decisions taking in consideration the credit ratings is sufficiently large to be able to 
influence the market as a whole. Therefore, even those market participants who run their own creditworthiness 
analysis of debtors must take into account the opinion of the credit rating agencies. A credit rating as a measure of a 
borrower's creditworthiness has a more important role in small countries like Latvia. For an equivalent investment 
in sovereign bonds, the costs of conducting an independent creditworthiness analysis in a large number of small 
countries are higher than the costs of a similar exercise in a few or even a single large country. The most recent 
Latvia's bond auction illustrates how higher credit ratings help the states to tap the international financial market 
on more favourable terms (lower interest rates and longer maturity). Furthermore, a sovereign credit rating upgrade 
usually lowers the borrowing costs not only for the state, but also for the private sector.


Overall, the most recent developments in Latvia's financial market confirm that the present political and 
economic course has a favourable effect on Latvia's credit rating as well as its borrowing opportunities in 
the international markets. The positive consequences of the most recent credit rating upgrades are evident 
already now, but it will take some time before the full effect is seen.












1. Highlights
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In the third quarter, Latvian GDP grew 5.2% year-on-year. This 
suggests that the overall GDP growth for 2012 could be higher 
than previously forecast (around 5.0%), putting Latvia in the lead 
among the European Union (EU) countries.
Exports were the largest contributor to GDP growth in 2012: 
almost all main commodity groups experienced ex port growth in 
the third quarter which exceeded that of the imports. Moreover, the 
economic growth was supported by rising private consumption 
due to improvement in the purchasing power of households. 
Finally, even though the contri bution from investment was not 
quite as large as in the previous quarters, it still accounted for 
a rather substantial part of GDP growth for the year as a whole. 
Further development of the Latvian economy will be largely 
dependent on the developments in Latvia's main trade part ners. 
In 2013, Latvia's economic growth is expected to decelerate as 
a result of weaker export development com pared to this year. 
Nevertheless, the Latvian GDP growth, in all likelihood, will 
remain among the fastest in the EU in 2013 as well.


In the third quarter, the purchasing power of the average wage and 
salary continued to improve, increasing 1.9% year-on-year. The 
average wage and salary grew by 3.6% year-on-year in nominal 
terms, i.e. not one iota faster than during the first half of the year. 
Consequently, the purchasing power improved mostly on account 
of the drop in inflation observed since the beginning of the year.
Overall, the wage and salary rises go hand in hand with productivity 
growth and do not cause any concerns about the price stability. 
Higher productivity could lead to slightly more significant wage 
and salary improvements in 2013. Stable productivity gains are 
the foundation for any sustainable rises in wages and salaries that 
do not distort the competitiveness of the economy, which is the 
case in Latvia already from the beginning of 2010. Despite the 
shortage of labour observed in several industries, this concerns 
mainly highly qualified staff and therefore is not translated into 
an overall salary rise decoupled from productivity gains.


Latvia records the fastest gDp growth in the eu yet again


Productivity gains and low inflation lead to higher purchasing power


In November the annual inflation in Latvia remained as low as in 
October (1.6%). The global food prices mostly follow a slightly 
down ward trend. Nevertheless, the Latvian food market still 
ex periences the lagged effects from the elevated grain prices 
gradually passing through to the prices of both unprocessed and 
processed food. This can thus be considered a supply-side-caused 
price rise that represents no threat to the price stability over the 
medium term or longer term.
On the other hand, stable global oil prices had a favourable effect 
on energy prices in Latvia, including both fuel prices and other, 
mostly administered, prices. 
Currently, the wage improvements are in step with those of the 
produc tivity. Consequently, the labour market is not expected to 
exert any substantial inflationary pressure on consumer prices in 
the coming months. If the global commodity prices retain stabil-
ity, inflation in Latvia will also remain at a persistently low level.


inflation remains consistently low









